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When asked to describe fashion week to 
someone, despite this being my third time 
at this prestigious event, it always gives me 

reason to pause. Fashion is an industry like no other, 
and depending on which side you view it, it will shape 
your experience accordingly. Coming from a press and 
photographers perspective, at a newspaper, albeit a 
small student led one, our chances of being recognis-
able enough in the media world to be noticed by the big 
names in fashion run slim. Attending London Fashion 
Week is very much like visting an alternate world where 
what you wear and who you know are of paramount im-
portance, after which returning to the ‘real world’ seems 
bland and grey, and not just visually. 

As journalists we are privileged enough to see all 

aspects of fashion week, such as the less glamorous 
queuing in the rain, running through the London un-
derground from venue to venue, angry photographers 
shouting at models and audience members, late show 
starts and most notably the clothes. 

There are weird and wonderful styles to be seen 
on the guests who immerse themselves in the fashion 
world, from glimpses of celebrities to Vogue and Harp-
ers Bazaar editors making up the front rows. In this ef-
fervescent bubble that habitates one city then moves to 
the next, from London to Milan, it bursts onto the scene 
making its mark, then leaves as fast as it came. Like a 
whirlwind and a flutter of material, AW16 descended 
on Londoners, disorganised and disarrayed but the var-
ied talents from upcoming designers such as Steven Tai 
and Danielle Romeril to the heavy hitters such as Sarah 
Jane Burton for McQueen, who featured their first show 
at fashion week in 14 years, went beyond expectation. 
For me some of the key, defining moments of this year 
included the Black Lives Matter protests, crashing the 
Keji show and PETA activists with ‘fur is toxic’ signs 
outside the BFC show space. Despite it perhaps seem-
ing out of touch with the ‘real’ problems that plague our 
society, fashion does make the world that bit brighter. 
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High neck cut outs were prevalent on the catwalk scene this year; the 
frilled edging and delicate ribbon tying the collars together was a defin-
ing neckline across the runway. The gaping quadratic cut out beneath is 
reminiscent of the keyhole design made popular in 2015 and tones down 
the severity of the look. 

TRENDS 
High Neck Cut Outs

Pink

Sequins

Natural Hair

In this 2016/17 season’s offering of colours, pink, fuchsia and red made a 
surprising appearance. The eye-catching bold shades surfaced across the 
runway; though less popular than the more earthy beiges and greys, the 
vibrant and vivacious colour is an appealing, much needed addition to 
autumn and winter wardrobes.

Sequins and sparkle, the sophistication with which the McQueen line 
adorns its gauzy garments, seems befitting a description more than just 
simply sequins. Always a crowd favourite, adding the vitality and liveli-
ness that a show requires, the best way to harness the look is by adding it 
in hints: a skirt, or bolero so that it is not overpowering.

Natural hair made a much needed appearance on the catwalk this sea-
son, as the usual straightened and relaxed styles were held back in favour 
of diversity. House of MEA, Roberts-Wood, Topshop, and Clio Peppiat all 
proudly featured models with their natural Afros, breaking up the mo-
notony of European hair on the catwalk. 
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A hush falls over the crowd as the reverent organ music gives 
way to suspenseful beats echoing throughout the room. Fi-
nally shown in its full glory, the enormous vaulting Free-

masons’ Hall is poised to be the stage for Gareth Pugh’s latest show.
The reverberating rhythm is punctured with Grace Jones’ voice 

seductively greeting the audience: “Pleased to meet you. Pleased to 
have you on my plate,” with a chorus overlaid in the background 
chanting “A man-eating machine.”

What Gareth Pugh’s Autumn/Winter 2016 collec-
tion lacks in his signature theatrical couture it makes 
up for in its compelling, thought provoking treatment 
of largely ordinary office silhouettes. Complimenting 
office wear with Hannibal Lecter masks, blood red 
lipstick and impersonal aviator sunglasses, Pugh chal-
lenges the dress code we take for granted.

Constantly under the looming gaze of an impos-
ing blasé woman in a military jacket with black, flared 
trousers, Pugh’s power bitches marched down the cat-
walk to the anthem of Matthew Stone’s remix of Jones’ 
‘Corporate Cannibal’.

While featuring corporate wear ranging from 
masculine-cut boxy shouldered suits to more feminine 
pencil skirts and cinched waists, Pugh’s symbolism was 
resolute, taking full advantage of showcasing his collec-
tion in the home of the traditionally all-male fraternal society of the Free-
masons’. One of his most political displays to date, Pugh’s designs simulta-
neously affirm and undermine feminity, subverting the wearable symbols of 
conformity to become daring, iconoclastic and irreverent creations.

Pam Hogg’s AW16 collection aptly entitled ‘Divine Delinquent’ showcased a range of 
models decked out in bell-shaped dresses with layer upon layer of petticoats, reminis-
cent of the American southern belle. This innocent look was juxtaposed by the armour 

of black satin leather, and spiked platforms with silver studs. 
The show opened in true Pam Hogg style with the jarring melody from David Bowie’s 

‘Black Star’ playing in the background. In touching hom-
age to the late icon, Hogg added the shape of a black star 
throughout her collection. In further faithfulness to the 
singer, the line conjured images of 70s glam rock with tie-
dye jumpsuits and blaring canary yellows. 

Hair and makeup were as per usual not understated, 
but show-stopping and loud with smokey eyelids. One of the 
most striking outfits of the collection was the ring master’s 
jacket in red velour and black satin edged  lapels with ‘Hogg 
Couture’ emblazoned in embellishing on the back. The look 
tied together the showmanship Hogg exudes, from the start 
to her final bow. 

What was also a  prevalent feature of Fashion Week 2016 
was the representation of diverse models and the display-
ing of their natural hair. The confidence and attitude of the 
models was palpable to the audience.  Hogg’s show attracted 
a foray of celebrities, including Nick Grimshaw who when 
asked who his fashion icon was, very politely responded with 
“Pam Hogg I guess”. 

Pam hogg

gARETH pUGH

Rebellious, sassy and bold, 
Pam Hogg breaks all the laws of fashion

Pugh’s corporate bitches are 
man-eating machines 
Words by DEBORAH LAM 
Photography by JACK RICHARDSON
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Georgia HardingE

Sadie clayton
Combining the traditional and the contemporary 

With meteor showers and the transience of the cosmos, Hardinge creates a galaxy of fashion

Words by MUNISHA LALL   Photography by MALIK HADDINGTON-AHMED

Georgia Hardinge’s Autumn/Winter 2016 col-
lection encompasses her passion for archi-
tectural structures, coupled with feminine 

silhouettes. It relies on galactic images, attentive 
pleats and subliminal soundtracking in a collection 
that is innovative as much as it is palatable. 

As guests enter the contemporary artistic space 
of Elms Lesters Painting Rooms, they are transport-
ed to a sonic landscape of celestial sounds. The com-
position actually incorporates planets and celestial 
bodies emitting electromagnetic waves, and as the 
lights are toned down, the allusions to galactic im-

ages become ever more foregrounded. 
Models are at first isolated and later meet at a 

point across the room, behind each other like the 
night sky at varying speeds, and Hardinge’s collec-
tion captures that phenomenon. 

“My inspiration for this season was the Parallax, 
the idea that you can look at the same thing from 
two different angles and see two different things. I 
focused a lot on lenticular techniques [with silver 
fabric concealed in pleats].” 

Flashes of cobalt blue and metallic silver ap-
pear in the collection in order to flatter high-waisted 

skirts. A colour palette taken from galactic images 
hidden between sharp pleats runs throughout the 
collection. Deep magenta takes the limelight for the 
second stage. Cottons and feminine aesthetics al-
low a seamless transition from playful party-wear to 
purposeful evening-wear offset by minimalist detail-
ing: triangle metal embellishments atop a magenta 
scarf, delicate slithers of metal at the elbow and even 
a dabble of ornate patterning. With hair intricately 
and beautifully styled into two French braids and 
tamed baby hairs, the models congregate for the fi-
nal time in star formation to finish the show.

Words by MUNISHA LALL   Photography by MALIK HADDINGTON-AHMED 

With copper embellishments, intricate em-
broidery and a black colour palette, the 
designs of Sadie Clayton balance elegance 

and versatility with a regal, mystical outcome. Clayton 
brings this talent for delicately sculpted garments to her 
Autumn/Winter collection, which was showcased at the 
Café Royal on the second day of London Fashion Week. 

A toned-down bass melody reverberates around the 
studio bar, paired with indigo spotlighting and a video 
clip projecting close-up images of Clayton’s bespoke col-
lection. Under the thematic umbrella of headspace and 
time’s transient nature, the collection seeks to capture 
the difficulties of holding, maintaining and manoeu-
vring time. Revolving platforms complete the majestic 
showcase of high-drama tailoring married with femi-
nine influences. 

Clayton’s luxurious designs are distinguishable by 
her signature copper sheeting, and her Autumn/Win-
ter display compounds refined materials that, against 
a simple black sheen, foreground a dazzlingly beauti-
ful set of ornate accessories. Accessories prove to be the 

most arresting element of Clayton’s showcase, culmi-
nating in a Parisian scarf that incorporates a vivacious 
white offset by slithers of marine navy and crimson. 
Meanwhile, Clayton’s trademark copper is used for the 
cascading earrings, reminiscent of waterfall droplets, 
that adorn the lavishly robed models. 

 Garments are purposefully tailored and textures 
are diverse, reflecting a passage through time. Deca-
dent sheer materials are readily interspersed alongside 
semi-sheen apparel, with the biker jackets subjected to 
indulgences of colour. The epitome of Clayton’s pres-
entation comes hand in hand with the epitome of daz-
zling furore: a bomber emblazoned with a multitude of 
metallic stones makes for an elaborate, incandescent 
centre-piece. 

From this diverse and ambitious range of substanc-
es, Clayton succeeds in creating beauty and functional-
ity in harmony. Monochrome meets technicolour, matte 
meets shimmer, and the complexities of her collection 
are representative of the dynamic headspace she seeks 
to enhance. 
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Luxe furs, earthy tones and nostalgic 
prints dominate Topshop’s latest collection

As Topshop Unique returns to London Fash-
ion Week at its usual show space in the 
spectacular Tate Britain, the fashion pow-

erhouse’s Autumn/Winter collection was a study in 
effortless glamour. Despite lacking the theatrical-
ity of Gareth Pugh’s designs or ornate intricacies of 
Alexander McQueen’s, the clothing company still 
manages to hold its own with its new line.

Started in 2012 by Kate Phelan, the ex-Fashion 
Editor at British Vogue who later became the Crea-
tive Director of Topshop, Topshop Unique is the 
high street brand’s designer label inspired by youth 
culture in the UK in order to produce clothes that 
are relevant.

With fashion icons like Anna Wintour and Suki 
Waterhouse dotting the front row, the crowd twit-
tering with anticipation and the photographers’ pit 
growing restless, the suspense was mounting as the 
show began fashionably late, as was the custom at 
London Fashion Week.

Topshop Unique’s distinctive penchant for cas-
ual luxuriousness was immediately evident from 
the opening look – a woollen bomber jacket with a 
white fur coat and matching fur-trimmed pockets 
demonstrating the brand’s knack for accents that 
elevate contemporary pieces. Streetwear gets a lav-
ish makeover, with leather jackets receiving lush 
silvery grey faux fur-lined lapels while leather leg-
gings are revised into ankle-grazing cigarette trou-
sers. A muted colour palette of silvery greys, khaki 
greens, suede browns and midnight blues allows 
the odd flash of warm ochre and fuchsia pink to 
pop against the rest of the line up.

Showing off the diverse repertoire that Top-
shop is known for, the designer division’s line 
boasted their signature elegant silhouettes with 

Topshop
UNIQUE
Words and Photography by DEBORAH LAM



tie-neck dresses and jumpsuits which also featured in 
Alexander McQueen’s collection with plunging neck-
lines that managed to be tastefully alluring. Straying 
from the fitted urbanwear, Topshop proves that it is 
just as comfortable with flowing dresses and billowing 
wide-leg trousers. Equally acquainted with sophisti-
cated extravagance that still manages to have a home 
on the high street, opulent faux-fur coats and long-line 
waistcoats are casually draped over one shoulder.

However, classic shapes also get Topshop’s youth-
ful twist. While leopard print and houndstooth made 
an appearance, they were quickly eclipsed by the 
brand’s pioneering print for the season. In place of the 
subtle thistle print that dominated the previous sea-
son’s collection, this year’s print was bold and state-
ment-making. Painted landscapes of forests bordered 

Topshop Unique’s backstage area embodied the 
frenetic yet enthralling energy that makes the 
brand so alluring, with models arriving and 

immediately being rushed to wash their hair and get 
their make up off and redone alongside photographers 
weaving through a mass of stylists and workers to cap-
ture candid images of models before hitting the run-
way.

A huge marquee erected behind the Tate Britain 
hid from the eyes of the curious public that milled 
around outside the preparations underway within: 
hair was backcombed, and black winged eyeliner remi-
niscent of sixties glamour was paired with lip colours 
specifically picked out for each model, shades varying 
from nude to hot pink. The buzz and almost frantic 
styling was dulled for a second when power for lights 
within the marquee cut out. A few stylists looked up 
in confusion while attempting to continue to style 
models. A sense of splendid confusion and stress hung 
throughout the backstage area, but was almost im-
mediately dissipated with another flick of a Topshop 
eyeliner pencil.

Topshop’s youthful coolness and swagger was very 
much palpable backstage, and although Unique does 
aim towards the upper echelons of London fashion 
week, Topshop as a whole brand was very much rep-
resented backstage - fun and youthful, trend-following 
yet boundary-pushing.
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hems, coming up as high as waist height on dresses 
and skirts, taking the idea of ‘wearable art’ to a lit-
eral level as clothes become canvases.

Fearlessly fashion-forward, the collection 
experiments with interesting layering combina-
tions. Oversized masculine coats cocoon short 
feminine dresses that peek out under them, creat-
ing a high-low effect with the drastically different 
levels. Flowy midi dresses are coupled with sporty 
cropped aviator jackets, also juxtaposing feminine 
and masculine elements.

But this year’s collection witnessed what is 
perhaps Topshop’s most daring venture yet as the 
designer division forays into risqué territory. What 
is hinted at with ever-so-slightly translucent leg-
gings later evolves (or maybe, devolves) into an 
even racier take on ‘night out’ dresses with com-
pletely see-through lace bodices flaunting high-
waisted knickers. And according to Topshop, bras 
are optional, and while nudity is a norm at London 
Fashion Week, the comparatively conservative high 
street brand shocks with its decision to forgo bras.

This provocative motif later reemerges sur-
prisingly in an elegant tie-neck dress with a com-
pletely sheer top and a similar choice to go braless, 
as sexiness becomes contagious and infects other 
styles in the collection. Accessible, contemporary 
and democratically designed with a range of oc-
casions and girls in mind, Topshop’s risky gamble 
with the risqué will either gain a new demographic 
of consumers or cost them another.

While the collection made use of an array of 
styles, textures and colours, the uniform makeup 
did not suit everyone as the heavy eyeliner effaced 
the eyelids of some unfortunate models and made 
them look as if their eyelids were turned inside out. 
Hairstyling, however, was more accommodating as 
many of the diverse cast of models flaunted their 
natural hair while others sported beachy texture, 
coiffed curls and deep partings.

Regardless of inconsistent styling, this year’s 
offering from Topshop Unique exuded a quiet 
confidence. Though the designs may not match 
London Fashion Week’s avant garde creations that 
push the boundaries of fashion nor have the ex-
clusivity of designer brand names, the collection 
manages to be unapologetically self-assured in its 
identity. Judging by the popularity and reputation 
of the show, Topshop is evidently in place as the 
industry’s trendsetter for high street fashion. The 
collection’s popularity lies in its ability to possess 
an aspirational extravagance as well as a translat-
able relevance to contemporary style that cements 
Topshop’s enduring position as the British fashion 
giant that it is.

Words by VICTORIA ROFFEY
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It may be Autumn/Winter 2016 we were following on the cat-
walks of London Fashion Week but fashion revellers were no 
strangers to colour, patterns and textures.  Sporting an eclectic 

array of materials and layering items of clothing, it was evident that 
the people of London were dressed to impress. The vintage, classy 
look was adorned with many chunky scarfs to ward off the autumn 
chill and layering t-shirts, jackets and cardigans became essential. 
Accessories were a feature piece with many donning an eye-catch-
ing hat or statement handbag and jewellery.

“Put any-
thing on a 

dog and I’ll 
buy it”



Street 
Style

However, popular eye-catching colour 
combinations did not mean that there 
weren’t also people who could rock mon-

ochrome looks. Playing with textures and accents 
to break up the monotony of colours, aspects such 
as fringing on ankle boots, a fabulous embellished 
chequered coat from Balmain and a lime green 
skinny scarf were incorporated into outfits. A 
muted colour palette also allows for a welcome 
flash of colour from statement pieces like pristine 
white sneakers, cream longline waistcoats and 
smart navy brogues. Some people at LFW even 
used their pets as accessories to complement 
their outfits and we saw dogs wearing matching 
Burberry-esque trench coats, although more of-
ten than not, the dogs wore it better.

Words by DEBORAH LAM AND ZOHRA 
SHAHANA KHAN   
Photography by JACK RICHARDSON

“I just did 
pigtails 
because i’m 
secretly twelve”



R
eturning to London after a 14-year hia-
tus, creative director Sarah Burton deliv-
ered a McQueen show of class and sen-
sibility. Held at the Royal Horticultural 
Society Halls, where Burton worked on 
her first McQueen show 20 years ago, 
the decor eschewed the traditional 

straight runway in favour of large gauze curtains which cre-
ated a winding trail through the room. The sense of anticipa-
tion — already near breaking point, as with any show of such 
magnitude — could only be increased by the steady fade-in of 
models as they passed back and forth towards the viewer. The 
corresponding fade-out as they retreated behind further layers 
of gauze made each outfit linger and reverberate in the spaces 
in between.

Inspiration for the show is said to have come from multi-
ple areas, not least Burton’s unborn child (she cites her preg-
nancy as a reason not to hold the show in Paris this year), and 
the sanctity of nighttime. No surprise, then, that the spirit 
was that of warm darkness, graceful femininity and immacu-
lately delicate detail. While the audience occupied the former, 
some models staved off the strong white lighting with thick, 
duvet-like coats and shawls, lined with fur and embroidered 
with butterflies. These designs came at the ‘bedtime’ end of 
the show, but Burton’s woman accomplished much before she 
turned in for the night.

The first model sported a large black coat with fur lapels, 
and the hint of a sheer dress underneath. Dominant, however, 
was the embroidery, which seemed to encompass and express 
the tone for the rest of the show: a large stopwatch, a butterfly, 
stars and a stone lion, among other artefacts. Such motifs con-
tinued, with butterflies and floral designs proving especially 
dominant, and contrasting strongly where they were paired 
with heavy black outerwear.

Even this dichotomy was exploded with the appearance of 
the first of several sheer dresses. A rippling creation of sheer, 
dark fabric with prints of butterflies, swallows, hand mirrors, 
lipstick and a multitude of other symbols, it was artfully placed 
near the beginning so as to suggest that the coats may have 
hidden it on other models. Extensive cut-aways and layers 
created a build up of colour, darkness and pattern against the 
model’s pale skin. Both pieces felt, in hindsight, rather like a 
manifesto for the show to come — highly concerned with sil-
houette and transparency, like the gauze curtains surrounding 
all, but equally sensitive to symbolism, femininity and the be-
haviour of materials when worn.

With these first points established, the thick coats became 
jackets, one complete with an integrated sash that brought to 
mind the silk lapels of a dinner jacket, or else a longer jacket 
in cream with three layers of asymmetric lapels in three dif-
ferent styles. The show may be feminine in its symbols and, in 
part, inspiration, but the presentation and execution was far 
more ambiguous. The same butterflies and lips that so deli-
cately adorned a dress found their way onto leather jackets as 
highly-detailed pin badges or patches. Leather appeared mul-
tiple times, as if to offset the more floaty pieces, in corsets or 
printed dresses that carried with them the slightest hint of the 
dominatrix in among the grace.

The strong leather jackets, sparkling with increasing 
numbers of jewel-encrusted badges and paired with sheer, 
short skirts, gave way to thick, feather-like furry skirts and a 

Alexander McQueen
with Glamour, intensity and  sheer luxe, mcqueen celebrates graceful femininity 

Words and photos by JACK RICHARDSON
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true return to both the delicate, underwear-like tops and sharp em-
broidered jackets of the beginning. Here, too, we could appreciate 
in earnest the trousers common to several of the models. 
Loose, straight, open at the sides and secured with sev-
eral small belts on the legs, they served as a reminder that, 
while Burton is in charge, the classic McQueen quirkiness 
and creativity remains.

All of this, however, paled (or rather darkened) in 
comparison to the evening gowns. After a show of pre-
dominantly black outfits with shiny accessories and the 
occasional pastel coloured dress, they felt like an explo-
sion of colour in such strong lighting, and represented 
each element of the overall show taken to the extreme. 
The badges of the leather jackets became cascades of 
golden charms draped around the model’s shoulders and 
falling on extended sleeves all the way to the floor, framing 
a cutaway top-half that suggested the shape of previous 
jackets with V-shaped bands. These charms then became 
sheets of gold in the next outfit, a full-length long-sleeved 
dress of very sheer and slightly patterned material with 
one half covered in a solid mass of gold, stretching from 
the left shoulder down the arm and across the waist. Then, 
organisation struck with a duo of dresses, one white and 
one black, whose diamond patterns matched those butterflies of ear-
lier pieces. Finally, in the pinnacle of symbolic execution, those same 
motifs of birds, flowers, insects and chains were recreated in sequins 
that infused the artefacts with an explosion of shimmering colour.

All of which led us finally to the aforementioned quilted coats 
and furry materials that spoke so strongly of a return home and to 
bed, even as the flowers continued to bloom and butterflies quiver 
on the shoulders of one of the last models. In many ways, this show 
was a homecoming, but one that blended grace and excess even as 
it explored the most delicate and symbolic aspects of femininity.



Ashley Isham

Words by JOEL DOWN  
Photography by DEBORAH LAM and JACK RICHARDSON

Framed by the ornately gothic space of 
Freemasons’ Hall, the Ashley Isham 
Autumn/Winter showcase allowed 

onlookers a lavish date with experimental 
extravagance. Having dressed notable fig-
ures such as Zara Phillips, Kylie Minogue 
and Florence Welch, the Singaporian can be 
expected to aim as high as high culture will 
permit. This year, that means resplendent 
gold crowns alloyed with spikes, wire and 
the occasional four foot feather sitting atop 
models in sweeping gowns shimmering with 
rich colours. All this and more for the “uber, 
polished breed of woman”, a statement that 
the brand endorses.

Though these oddly worded press ma-
terials might contain compliments normally 
reserved for a pedigree cow or a well-kept 
shoe, the showcase was perfectly capable 
of flirting with its target market. Opening 
modestly, upon a series of black dresses 
and shirts frilled at the shoulders and com-
plimented by canary yellow leggings, the 
collection found its sense of avant-gardist 
attitude with the introduction of multiple 
printed dresses and trousers electrified by 
red bordered frills and drapery. Tailored for 
exclusive parties and champagne events, 
these items are hard to ignore while finger-
tips dipped in gold glitter flaunt the fact that 
everything emits a taste of luxury. Continu-
ing this theme, the swirling makeup accen-
tuating the radiant cheekbones of the mod-
els and arching into a dash of silver glitter 
across the eyebrows gives the collection a 
flavour of intensity.

The showcase included a glimpse of 
men’s fashion, such as a dark velvet one 
piece suit. This minimalism flows into trans-
parent roll-neck shirts, draped scarves with 
elegant folds and block print patterns en-
suring that both women and men can dress 
expressively in the dreary London winter. 
The show really hit its stride, however, when 
unveiling slick multi-layered collages such 
as that produced by a heavy burgundy plait-
effect top underscored by a muted striped 
shirt. Operating under a similar princi-
ple, one look combined a brightly adorned 
pencil skirt, a black roll-neck and a jacket 
scored with abstract shapes, resembling 
the fashion equivalent of Henri Matisse’s 
cut-outs. With styles like this, his explana-
tory notes do their job, revealing that the 
designer actually took inspiration from Igor 
Skaletsky, a painter concerned with creating 
hybrid works of art to fuse the classical with 

the modern. 
As Isham cross-pollinates distinct styles 

to create poised designer patchworks, the 
lines of connection between him and his 
obscure source of inspiration are not hard 
to follow and kick in most resonantly with 
the meticulously layered soundtrack. Oper-
atic harmonies and syncopated percussion 
infused with vocal loops from Bowie’s ‘Let’s 
Dance’ deviate into a string Swan Lake, 
sounding just like try-hard classiness that 
wants to be cool.

Fortunately enough for the future of 
fashion, Isham often gets what he wants. 
Commanding attention as the show contin-
ues, his models tread confidently in lavish 
teal chiffon, contrasted by 1920s feathery 
glamour in shades of sienna and bronze. A 
diminutive series of loose fitting trousers 
made from corduroy, then velvet and finally 
printed fabric take a 50s turn into casual 
wear. Isham played extensively with simi-
lar items in his Summer collection, a mix 
of colourful florid prints, knee-length skirts 
and swimwear, but of course this season he 
doesn’t dither long in the area. There’s little 
time for informalities when a designer has 
a dazzling rainbow coloured reflective floor-
length to flaunt, fitting in with LFW16’s 
taste for the metallic.

These are supposedly the styles that 
“make a woman ache with desire” (another 
of Isham’s ambitious intentions) and though 
no-one actually fainted in awe during the 
show, the reception was positive, with ex-
cited murmurs and wide-eyed glares com-
ing from behind a wall of smartphones. One 
photographer even felt impelled to move in 
closer to the dresses, earning a sharp word 
of warning which carried across the hall and 
shattered the aura of sophistication for a 
split-second. 

Exposed at a moment like this, the ethe-
real un-reality of high fashion seems faintly 
ludicrous, especially when the finale in-
volved a model sashaying the catwalk wear-
ing a star on her head. And yet, without the 
extreme accessories, the show would lose 
some of its power of attraction. This is clear-
ly an arena for theatrical flourishes, where 
the division between art and fashion is ir-
relevant and where models take on the look 
of spectacular deific sculptures. Walking 
down the corridor of models, Ashley Isham 
emerges with his arms spread wide to lap up 
the deservingly warm afterglow, a showman 
through and through. 

WITH ORNATE DESIGNS AND SPLASHES OF 
COLOUR, Isham makes waves on the runway
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Set in the very luxurious and 
exclusive Le Meridien Ho-
tel in the heart of Piccadilly 

in London, Paul Costelloe’s AW16 
collection wanted to portray the 
image of the working, profes-
sional woman, with clothing 
that invokes ambition, fearless-
ness and feminine strength. This 
look was captured by honing in 
on Costelloe’s own precision and 
reputation for impeccable tailor-
ing, sharply cut  necklines, with 
fingerless leather elbow gloves 
and corsets with buckle fastening 
to accessorise. 

These bold modifications to 
traditional garments  are perhaps 
an unusual addition to the Cos-
telloe line, however, it pertains 
the  image of  a woman, ready 
and armed for adventure. The 
team combined the ideas of soft 
femininity with these combatant-
ready  designs, featuring gauzy 
flowing organza dresses with 
the brand’s trademark baby doll 
shape, still upholding the tough 
image of the show by  keeping the 

colour palette  dark and subdued. 
It was accessorised with ankle 
boots, ear cuffs and hobo style 
draw string bags. 

The militaristic coats radiat-
ed touches of warmth in the form 
of oxblood and canary yellow 
checks, transgressing the more 
sombre and serious  outlook with 
an uplift of colour to coincide 
with the seasonal burnt oranges 
and burgundies  associated with 
autumn.

The choice in musical ac-
companiment of artists such as 
James Brown and Tupac, featur-
ing a segment taken from their 
respective songs ‘The Payback’ 
and ‘Untouchable’,  proved to be 
surprising yet animating choices 
and pertained to the sharp con-
trast of the elegance of the loca-
tion, with blaring punchy music. 
However the sounds of jazz and 
the fast-paced ryhthm suited the 
model’s strident walk up the cat-
walk and encapusulated the  es-
sence of Costelloe’s AW16 collec-
tion: ‘power dressing’. 

Paul Costelloe

 Aspinal 

Leather gloves, military coats and studs, ‘power dressing’ today’s female warrior

Within the gilded, panelled walls of the 
Claridges Hotel Ballroom change was 
afoot for stalwart of fashion week, As-

pinal. If one were searching for a place to present 
the historically luxurious Aspinal, the palatial Clar-
idges would seem fitting, but upon entrance to the 
hotel, one had to pass through an archway of pearls 
in order to enter the presentation room   - a hint at 
the new ideas to be presented within.

A convergence of old and new ran through the 
entire presentation but overall Aspinal are moving 
into new, younger feeling territory. Attendees of the 
Autumn/Winter 2016 presentation were invited to 
take this journey with the brand, from the intro-
duction of the Oxford rucksack in the traditional 
Aspinal colours of black and navy blue for the stu-
dent market, through the revealing of a new croc 
pattern for their classic bags, to the new Pegasus 
collection designed by Emma Shipley.

The Pegasus design was infused into the collec-
tion in the form of cushions emblazoned with the 
print placed among the traditional Aspinal bags in 
arrangements reminiscent of 1940s French hotels, 
and the main focus of the ballroom: a huge print of 
a Pegasus behind an arrangement of all the bags.

The Pegasus bags are an array of clutches, 
trunks and totes, bringing an other-worldliness to 
Aspinal’s classic bag making, and if the designs pre-
sented weren’t steering the company in enough of a 
new direction, a combination of celebrity endorse-
ments and edgy prints are sure to endear Aspinal 
in the minds of the young, and create a whole new 
generation of bag lovers. 

Words by VICTORIA ROFFEY
Photography by DEBORAH LAM

Vintage glamour and new prints 
converge in Aspinal’s Presentation
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Laser cut outs and thick knits bring a 
new twist to familiar silhouettes

Words by HOLLY WOOLNOUGH   Photography by MALIK HADDINGTON-AHMED

Summer comes early with Autumn/Winter florals
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On the second day of London Fashion Week 
The Amba Charing Cross Hotel played host 
to the Fashion International catwalk show, 

an event featuring a range of labels, both British and 
international, emerging and established. Each collec-
tion exhibited its own unique aesthetic while music 
was employed effectively to differentiate, ranging from 
the rousing orchestral music welcoming Jireh Couture 
onto the catwalk, to the modern pop that accompanied 
Sonali Malhotra’s collection. 

Jireh Couture, the opening collection, featured 
high waisted trousers, thick knits and the very much 
on-trend turtleneck. Dark colours dominated, with 
deep reds and blacks showing prominently across the 
collection, a trend that was repeated by other design-
ers throughout the show. These dark colours were 
often woven into gingham patterns, to give a gothic, 
unique twist to a print that could otherwise come 
across as twee.  Full, pleated skirts were followed by 
coats adorned with large, statement lapels, giving every 
outfit some element that experimented with existing 
silhouettes. 

A trend running throughout the collections was 
adventurous cutouts and unexpected flashes of skin. 
The laser cutting on the shoulders of Cube Estonia’s 
collection was followed by the exposed backs of Forev-
er Devine’s designs, which preceded the dramatic off-
the-shoulder cuts of Sasmitha Dellawa.  These cut outs 
offered twists to seemingly standard designs, and the 

gradual revealing of the exposures as the models made 
their way down the catwalk heightened anticipation.

Fittingly for the Autumn/Winter catwalk, dark 
colours ran throughout all the collections. There was 
one exception, as Sasmitha Dellawa showcased a lilac 
blazer over a peach, tulle skirt, creating an ethereal 
look that contrasted with the bolder colours of other 
designs. Few of the designs involved prints, but the 
incorporation of lace added feminine touches to the 
gothic nature of Aga Couture’s designs. This collection 
mirrored the full skirts of Jireh Couture, with one de-
sign taking the concept of the empire waist to the ex-
treme, placing a belt around the centre of the bust from 
which a full satin skirt flowed down to the upper thigh. 
The incorporation of lace into Aga Couture’s designs 
matched the cut outs that were to be found elsewhere 
on the catwalk. 

The show closed with Omar Mansoor’s Marchesa 
Casati inspired collection. Models hid behind masks 
reminiscent of a Venetian masquerade ball, drawing 
on the Marchesa’s infamous Italian soirees. Using a 
range of silks and velvets in pewter and gold tones, the 
designs reflected the light, encapsulating the elegant 
yet cheerful look that the collection claimed to aim 
for. Entitled ‘L’Art Vivante’, the collection closed the 
show with, if not a brighter, then a less intense look in 
comparison to the gothic designs of earlier collections, 
while making a lasting impression with the masks 
which adorned the models’ faces. 
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Blending the traditional with the contempo-
rary, Fashion DNA Pakistan brought up-and-
coming Pakistani designers to the catwalks 

of London Fashion Week. As part of a mentorship 
programme organised by the British Council, House 
of Kamiar Rokni, Wardha Saleem and Zaheer Abbas 
showcased their wares.  Despite each designer offer-
ing a capsule collection that stood out for their indi-
vidual styles, elements of traditional dress featured in 
all of the designers’ clothes, offering snapshots of their 
heritage. 

Fashion DNA opened with The House of Ka-
miar Rokni’s collection, featuring straight silhouettes 
across various different outfits. With cropped jack-
ets and boleros in gold and silver tones, the designs 
managed to blend an air of sophistication with eye-
catching touches, despite featuring minimal embel-
lishment.

Wardha Saleem’s collection followed, differing 
greatly from the first, with splashes of clashing col-
ours exploding onto the catwalk. Lime greens mixed 
with bright pinks to form a cacophony of colour while 
prints that depicted exotic birds and flowers added 
to the noise. Building upon the previous collection, 
Wardha Saleem went for more adventurous silhou-
ettes, with the clothes featuring draping, cut outs and 
more varied structures. The brand, which is known for 

its vibrant colours and playful styles, certainly lived up 
to its reputation. Imaginative use of laser cutting to 
create textured fabrics made the clothes lively and in-
teresting, and the rock music accompaniment made 
the collection stand out in comparison to the more 
muted concept of The House of Kamiar Rokni. 

Zaheer Abbas’ collection, which was the final one 
of the Fashion DNA show, centred on a print of exotic 
wildlife. The series was comprised of muted tones - 
beiges, browns and military greens - but impressed 
with the signature print that ran throughout it. Used 
in dresses, jackets, shirts and many other designs, the 
print was transposed seamlessly onto each model’s 
outfit, an adaptability that dominated the collection. 
When showcasing Zaheer Abbas’ designs, each model 
wore a Pakol - a cap worn in the northern regions of 
Pakistan - showing the designer’s ability to blend the 
culture of Pakistan with Western fashion.

The Fashion DNA project is a year long pro-
gramme that allows emerging Pakistani designers to 
collaborate with UK designers. While the project aims 
to enhance the skills of designers who may not have 
the opportunity to do so on their own, it also aims to 
bring together the British and Pakistani fashion in-
dustries to create better trading relations. The three 
designers featured at Fashion DNA combined British 
and Pakistani fashion effortlessly and stylishly. 

Fashion DNA Pakistan

A trio of emerging designers celebrate
cross-cultural tastes 

Words by HOLLY WOOLNOUGH   Photography by LUCY WEGERIF
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London Fashion Week brings with it a di-
verse array of trends, styles and brands to 
watch out for, however, ethnic diversity on 

the runway is a wholly different story.
Models usually encapsulate the same ‘uni-

form’ appearance, bearing the socially construct-
ed beauty standards that are celebrated among 
the glossy pages of fashion magazines such as 
Vogue and Elle in terms of skin tone and body 
type. It may be that some designers or catwalk 
casting directors do not necessarily perceive 
whether the audience notice the diversity (or 
lack of), or happen to be affected by it. However 
a rising trend of criticism towards the fashion 
industry has been spurred on by an increasing 
awareness of critical questions encouraging de-
bate over the industry’s standards of healthy body 
image and the perception of models of colour.

Noticeably so, HuffPost UK Style went on 
a mission  during LFW16 in which UK reporter 
Rosy Chernington sought out fashion revel-
lers’ opinions on diversity at the catwalks of 
London’s biggest annual fashion extravaganza. 

Poorna Bell, HuffPost UK executive edi-
tor has remarked “Surely the whole point about 
catwalk shows, which is to inspire, transcend 
and turn fashion into art that liberally walks, 
is that it should not be tethered or affected by 

something like the colour of a person’s skin?
“Because honestly, in this wonderfully di-

verse age, when people from all colours, siz-
es and orientations move more freely in the 
world, and when you have someone as respect-
ed as Naomi Campbell who has been model-
ling since the 80s saying this isn’t right, then 
what excuse is there really not to change?”

Further to this we might ask: what about our 
young women and men? What about the young 
women and men exposed to the fashion industry, 
flaws and all, flicking through the pages of a mag-
azine, hounded by products, hounded by images 
of models via all forms of social media and pres-
sured to abide by society’s expectations of beauty?

We need to be extremely careful about what 
image the fashion industry projects and cele-
brates as ‘beautiful’, and who they deem to be role 
models for young women and men, nowadays 
tending towards social media stars and fashion/
media icons. Yet, diversity within fashion is being 
championed in many ways, ranging from support 
for plus size and models from a range of back-
grounds to a recent petition to allow and regulate 
the fashion industry for disabled models. Espe-
cially intriguing in the rise and influence of social 
media platforms such as Instagram and Twitter, 
Muslim fashion blogger Mariah Idrissi was able 

to use her influence to propel her into becoming 
a face of H&M. Neelam Gill also holds rank by 
being the first Indian model for Burberry. While 
this is deemed as groundbreaking for such recog-
nisable and popular brands, there is, naturally, a 
long way to go. 

Positively, during LFW16, at the Clio Peppiat, 
Topshop and Ong-Oaj Pairam shows, models of 
different ethnicities were present on the runway 
and even more so, many were walking the run-
way with their natural hair, instead of abiding to 
westernised concepts of beauty and fashion. With 
a designer like Pairam, who is of Thai origin, it 
is especially important to see that the designer 
values diversity and trend-setting by breaking the 
fashion norm of beauty. Meanwhile, HuffPost UK 
Style’s video sought out opinions from the public 
on the concept of diversity at London Fashion 
Week and the general reception was mixed, from 
there being “some way to go” to the models not 
being “representative of the U.K.” and “we need 
to have different types of models on the runway”. 
So while we value diversity, appreciate it and even 
more so acknowledge the complete lack of it when 
asked, it seems that LFW may finally be getting 
the message. The fashion industry will become 
out dated if it does not keep up with the demands 
for ‘real’ fashion being available for all.

In the meantime, what can be done to cham-
pion diversity in the industry? Keep supporting 
that fashion blogger you follow on Instagram, set 
up your own blog, take to social media to high-
light and challenge the industry and most of all 
do not forget that fashion is supposed to be acces-
sible to all, it is not just for the rich and famous.

Discussing the contentious issue of 
diversity on the runways of LFW
Words by ZOHRA SHAHANA KHAN 
Photography by MALIK HADDINGTON-AHMED and SHOW PR




